Class #5 Meeting Notes
October 8, 2014: 6 pm
Number of Students: approx. 32

Question 1: What is good/great about CSUSB?

- Diverse faculty; convenient; class availability.
- Diversity; supportive staff; international students are welcome; a variety of classes.
- It is cheaper than any private university; it is diverse and it celebrates diversity; they have highly qualified university professors.
- Cheap tuition; local; unique programs available.
- Campus is very diverse; professors are knowledgeable about subject material; campus is very clean.

Question 2: What do you wish you could say about CSUSB, but can’t, because it isn’t true?

- Job knowledge across departments (when calling for information your call gets volleyed to different people); supportive faculty advising; course content more practical (versus theoretical).
- Have plenty of instructors; tuition fees are too low; library hours are convenient.
- It is the best university on the West Coast; that it is one of the safest communities in the area; that they offered more doctorate programs.
- Surroundings are safe; city is clean; parking is awesome.
- You can complete a BS or BA in 4 years; there are no parking issues; Campus is a good distance from home.

Question 3: If you were the President of CSUSB for 1 month, what would you change?

- Office hours extended for graduates that take night classes; offer more online classes/hybrid.
- Lower tuition, food, parking, and book fees; donate $100 to each club on campus.
- Lower the tuition for international students; offer free parking for students; offer more summer courses.
- Change the slogan; more online classes; more programs.
- Price of textbooks would be lower; redistribute the budget for student use; ensure all textbooks are in stock at the bookstore.